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Multi-Grammy winner producer and engineer in surround productions Jim Anderson and multi-
award winner Ulrike Schwarz have spent the past year recording and mixing music in high 
resolution and in immersive formats from venues in New York to Norway to Havana. Their 
recordings have been made in various 3D recording formats and feature solo piano, big band, 
jazz trio and quartet, and orchestral performances. Mixing has taken place at Skywalker Sound 
and mastering has been by Bob Ludwig and Darcy Proper. Recordings will highlight 
performances by Jane Ira Bloom, Gonzalo Rubalcaba, The Jazz Ambassadors, and Norway's 
Stavanger Symphony Orchestra.  

AndersonAudioNY  

The Presenters 
Anderson Audio New York is the creation of Jim Anderson and Ulrike Schwarz. Their combined 
60+ years of experience in producing and engineering music has resulted in many nominated and 
award winning productions. Ulrike and Jim live and work in New York city. Jim is a multi-
Grammy winner, past AES President, and a faculty member of the NYU Clive Davis Institute of 
Recorded Music. Ulrike is a recipient of multiple European awards including the Diamant 
d'Opera, Diapason d'Or and Echo Klassik.  

http://www.aes.org/sections/pnw/direct/ms_stu_b.htm
http://andersonaudiony.com/
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n.b. The material presented at our meetings is the opinion of the 
presenter and not necessarily that of the Society. You are encouraged to 
conduct your own research and to form your own opinions before 
adopting the presented material as Truth.  
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